









Every type of structured news organization must have certain people responsible
for determining what events merit coverage. In broadcast news, assignment editors
editors must understand modern technology's effect on certain stories and be aware of
circumstances and subjects of the report. Television news assignment editors can
ma}ceoJ: break a newscast.
In smaller news markets sometimes the news director must handle the assignment
:t,
edit~'s duties, but in large news organizations, such as WGN-TV Chicago's Channel 9












t~~ may exist, with extra weekend assignment editors. HGN-TV's weekend
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a~~t ~tor is Bernie Colleren and he believes the placement of an assignment











~\the assignment desk is located near the center of the room.
,,',' ,'Jf;"~t~~..
c.,,:j~.'&eneral, the functions of television news assignment editors include the




f~: assigning stories to both reporters and camera operators, contacting
."." -.: ~1~~'~:~_{~1"'. '-..
.










"'~i the most overlooked, but most important, role of broadcast news assignment
~i' .
'. their agenda setting function in the mass media. In a standard half-hour
'.<~~~-,'~'-''''',..
:'-'~
~2atter removing the cormnercials, there is only about 22 minutes left of
.. including weather and sports. Obviously, in these 22 minutes not every
tld story can be covered. Television news assignment editors make the
t-
/
. choices which determine what issues Americans see as important. They choose which
events they believe have more effect on the lives, welfare, and future of the viewers.
Usually the closer geographically viewers are to an event, the greater the interest in
in the story will be. And, in effect, the issues television news focusses on, are what
Americans tend to think are important. Therefore, television news assignment editors
are the "gatekeepers" in broadcast news. They determine what events deserve coverage.
Some recent examples of this can be seen in the increased national coverage of Libyan
and South African problems, but the almost written off subject of the Ethiopian famine.
The famine still exists, however it has moven out of major importance in the media's
eyes.
In order to make educated judgments on what events to cover, assignment editors need
to be specialists in both world and local current events. In every community, there are
.
manynew& satn"ces, including key officials and ordinary citizens, with which assignment
editors need to make contact with. Besides the United or Associated Press wire services,
police scanners, and state or local newspapers, local sources such as the mayor or
city manager, city council, county officials, police and fire departments, city, county,
or state's attorney, sheriff, courts, political leaders, and organizations should be
util;Lzed. One of the best techniques for new assignment editors to find out local
news', is to stop by and talk with sources, letting them know a certain news organization
. ,~ .




tool of. television news assignment editors. Usually, all contacts with news sources
are~e ,~ -phone, including setting up reporter and camera shoots, interviews, and





conv~.1onwith "What's new?" Instead, they should have some specific bit of
info~ttOn they need and expand on it for additional information. Along with
.
.
telephOne usage, assi~]ment editors should have an index with names, titles, and
numbers bandy.
Since it is the business of television news to deal with, to reflect, and to
report on the times, contact with ordinary citizens is important. Assignment editors
have t9 allow coverage of average citizen feedback and give ordinary people a chance
to vent their feelings and stands on certain stories and issues. In order to understand
Americans' views on issues, assignment editors must have reporters listen to people and
value what they have to say.
T~J television news assignment editors must be aware of what technologicaladvances
.
~0tn their quest for objective news coverage. With the 80's lightweight portable
~and recorders it 1$ now simple to cover events which 10 to 15 years earlier















~1~'with less visuals or none at all. Yet, even though stories with good visuals
i~,'.;::~',..<...<,-<"
~<jmportant, video is not always a criterion for judging the news value or
t-;,/';:.:'~',.' '.;t;'.,.;.
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a~~~t can help create news. A good example of this is the recent inauguration
-'
::.'..::t::';:~ /,
of: < 'Illinois University President Clyde Wingfield. Many of the students
.
the event showed up because they knew the media, including television,
"print, would cover the event, and they thought they might be seen or
some when
answer. In fact,
,: students would not have shmm up at all if they blew the event was not
Therefore, the protest is an example of a mediated reality,
.
an event created by the media. Television news assignment editors must be aware of the
impact of video cameras on stories and realize their possible "news-creating" effect.
Another important, but sometimes taken for granted job of an assignment editor
is the filing of news stories, video tapes, and newspaper clippings in the newsroom
"morgue" which include the file cabinets, or in large news organizations, computers.
}lll television news reports must be filed under a subject heading so they can be
easily refered to for future use as background information for related follow-up
stories. Also newspaper clippings are filed in the same way, under topic headings
for later reference.
'Television news assignment editors prepare news assignments daily, aod must cooperate
with reporters. Reporters should keep assignment editors up-to-date on the progress of
their stories when on location, phoning in to let them know the newest developments,
when they'll be back to the station, and if any follow-up's can be done. Assignment
. editors may also give reporters a certain "beat" to follow, meaning the grouping of
public or private agencies entrusted to coverage of one reporter. This hopefully
uril\ ,help a reporter become a specialist in a certain field or on a certain topic, for
example covering city council meetings. Editors also keep a record of future news
stories'and assign them when they merit coverage.
In addition, television news assignment editors must make sure news is covered in
a tru~, objective, and honest manner. This includes checking that enough time and
efforp' bas been allowed to seriously treat a subject. Assignment editors must work
clo~y With newscast producers, who have the final say in which stories deserve
airplay and in the story sequence, letting them know the content of each report.
Also.,msny larger markets place time limits on news stories of a maximum of one to
o~;"m:1i1ute .30 seconds in length. Again, because of these time constraints, assignment
edit.._t be aware that in-depth coverage of an issue or event is usually not possible
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facts and information in their stories.
A television news assignment editor's job is run by organization, but it must
be in some aspects unconventional, for news itself is unconventional. The impact
of assignment editors goes relatively unnoticed by most of the public, but in effect,
they decide what issues and events should be covered. Usually television assignment
editors determine the most important story after seeing what other news sources run
as their top story. Television news assignment editors should realize the importance
of these sources which may include the wire service, a nationally ranked newspaper
such as The New York Times, or even another network newscast, but they should also
be flexible enough to accept their own reporters' word if they come up with a story
more important than any from these news sources but not reported by any major news
organization. Television news is the major source of information for Americans, and
television news assignment editors must realize their importance because they
.
ultimately shape the focus of issues in the United States.
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